
Beret Hat
Pattern and Instructions



PDF Terms of Use and Copyright Notice

What you should NOT DO!
Do not:

- Resell the PDF files, either as-is or altered in any way

- Publicly or privately provide a direct link to the PDF

- Email or share the PDFs with others

- Save these files on a public website or sharing

platform (your website, DropBox, Google Drive,

etc…) so that other people may access it

- Use the PDF as a link on your website

- Send the PDF to manufacturers for production

purposes

- Use any of our images to promote your product,

even if you are promoting the finished product

The content created by Genuinely Em including sewing patterns, images, tutorials, and all other 

content are protected by the United States and international copyright laws.

This content is meant only for personal use or small business use (max 2 owners/employees). 

Redistributing the PDF is wrong and illegal. Please respect creators so that we can keep provid-

ing patterns and content for you to use. If these TERMS OF USE are not respected legal action 

will be taken.

What you CAN DO! 
Do:

- Post on social media and tag me, 

@genuinelyemstyle
- Save the files to your computer or your 

personal online drives like Google drive

- Print the PDFs off for personal use

- Use the pattern to make swimsuits to sell, 

but never selling the actual PDF pattern

- Give credit where possible

- Ask me if you’re unsure if you can use the 

PDFs in your situation, or if you have any 

other questions!

Definition of Business Use
- I allow my patterns to be used by individuals to produce finished pieces for a small-scale

business. This does not include selling the PDF pattern directly.

- A small-scale business is defined as a retail business selling finished products, where there are 

a maximum of 2 owners/employees, and in which manufacturing is done in-house. If this does 

not describe your business, you may only use our products for personal use.

- If your business uses a manufacturer then these patterns cannot be used or shared with them.

For questions, email us at hello@genuinelyem.com



Finished Piece

This design has a 1.25 cm seam allowance. 

There are 3 sizes to fit different head sizes.

Finished Pattern

Fabric: 3/4 meter

Size cm

Small
Medium

Large

55
53

58



Pattern Layout

Print the Pattern, Cut it Out, and 
Tape it Together

You will need to print the page twice.  Tape it all together.

 

When you go to print, make sure that your printer is 
set to print at 100% or select “do not scale”. 
Check if everything is to size by printing the first 
page and measuring the test square.
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Let’s Begin

Materials
Fabric
- Wool or felt work great for this pattern. Less stiff
fabrics will create a floppier hat. 

- You will need 3/4 meters of fabric.

Thread
- Gutermann is my go-to thread

Pattern 
- Print and tape together, then cut your fabric.



Sewing

Step 01 •  Cut Out Fabric and Lining

Take the pattern and cut out two circles full circles of your fabric.
Then cut out two circles of the lining fabric.
Now, take one full circle of each the fabric and the lining and cut out the center.
In the end, you should have two full circles (1 fabric and 1 lining) and 2 donut
circles (1 fabric and 1 lining).

Outer Fabric

Lining Fabric



Step 02 •  Sew the Full Circle and Donut Circle Together

Lay the full circle and donut circle of the outer fabric right sides 

together.

Do the same for the lining pieces. 

Then sew 1.25 cm seam allowance around the outer edge.



Step 03 •  Snip and Flip the Outer Fabric

Snip around the circle up to the seam line, but be careful not to 

cut through it.

Then take the outer fabric and flip it right sides out.

Leave the lining fabric wrong sides out.

Turn it right
side out

Leave the lining wrong sides out



Step 04 •  Insert the Outer Fabric and Sew

Place the outer fabric inside the lining fabric. Then sew around

at 1.25 cm seam allowance. But leave a small opening so that we 

can flip the beret so that the right sides are facing out.

Leave an opening 
to flip the hat

Step 05 •  Flip and Hand Stitch the Opening

Flip the entire hat right side out through the opening.

Then ladder stitch the opening closed.



Step 06 •  Sew the Top Loop Decoration

To make the loop that goes on the top, cut a 5 cm x 7.5 cm rectangle.

Then fold in half and sew at 1.25 cm seam allowance.

Use a tube turner or a safety pin to flip the rectangle. 

Fold the rectangle in third s and hand stitch it to the middle of 

the beret.

5 cm

7.5 cm

Cut out rectangle

Sew at 1.25 cm seam allowance

Flip it right sides out

Fold in thirds and hand
stitch it onto the beret

I hope you’re extremely proud of your work! 

If there is anything you would like to tell me or  

ask me about, send me an email at:

hello@genuinelyem.com


